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In April, the Justice Committee of the Transvaal Region launched a written campaign against 
the Lower Courts Amendment Bill, then going through Parliament. Letters were written to the 
Association of Law Societies of SA. the General Bar Council and the Minister of Justice, ask
ing for the withdrawal of clauses 14 to 16 of the Bill. There was little positive response and, 
despite opposition, the Bill was passed. Why were these clauses considered so dangerous? 

r p H E relevant clauses make provisison for trials 
*• under the Sabotage and Terrorism Acts to 

be heard in Regional Courts as well as in the 
Supreme Court in which, traditionally, offences 
carrying heavy sentences have always been heard. 

In itself, this is a move that is seen by some 
lawyers as prejudicial to the accused. Regional 
magistrates are civil servants. Most of them have 
had their legal experience as prosecutors and 
have not had the experience of appearing in 
courts for the defence. 

They have also, up to now, had no experience 
of acting in cases which might demand very heavy 
sentences. 

In terms of both the Sabotage and Terrorism 
Acts, the competent sentence is the death penal
ty. There is also a minimum sentence of five 
years. A conviction on any point in an often 
lengthy and complicated indictment, therefore, 
axitomatically means a t least five years in prison 
for the accused. 

The point has also been made that the highly-
charged political issues often involved in cases 
of this nature should be heard by judges who 
have a totally independent background and not 
by people who have been legally trained through 
the public service and have spent all their work
ing lives as State officials. 

I t is not only the Lower Courts Amendment 
Act to which exception is taken. If it is read 
in conjunction with sections 112 to 122 of the 
Criminal Procedure Act which also went through 
Parliament during the recent session, its impli
cations become even more grave. 

These sections make it possible for the accused 
to be required to plead to and to deal with the 
State's allegations at his first appearance in 
court. If the accused pleads guilty, he may be 
questioned by the magistrate. If the magistrate 
is satisfied that the accused is guilty of the of
fence with which he is charged, he may then 
be sentenced. 
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The only exception is that the sentence of death 
may not be imposed unless the guilt of the accu
sed is proved as though he had pleaded not guilty. 

If the sentence to be imposed is outside the 
jurisdiction of the magistrate's court, the case 
may be referred to the Supreme Court for sen
tence. 

The concept of these summary trials is particu
larly disturbing when it is taken into account that 
in most cases under the Terrorism or Sabotage 
Acts, people have been in detention for long 
periods without access to lawyers and friends. 

The fact that they will be brought to court 
from solitary confinement to plead to and answer 
a detailed indictment without prior consultation 
with a lawyer, is of great concern. 

In many cases, the accused are not represented 
a t the first hearing as they have not had any 
means of contacting their families and legal re
presentatives. Some might well have been in
volved in incidents mentioned in the charge sheet 
but would be totally unaware of the implications 
of pleading guilty on the basis of such involve
ment. 

It is one of the sad facts of legislative life in 
South Africa that so often, money and possessions 
are of so much more importance than the liberty 
of individuals. While jurisdiction in the Magis
trates and Regional Courts has been increased in 
terms of the civil trials that may be heard, im
portant civil trials will still be heard by judges 
while grave trials affecting the liberty of the 
accused arc no longer considered to be of suffi
cient importance to merit the consideration of a 
judge. 

It would seem that the enormous pressure on 
the Supreme Courts and the inability of judges 
to deal with an excessive workload, which factors 
have prompted this legislation, would be better 
resolved by the appointment of more judges and 
an increase in the number of courts than by de
moting serious offences to trial by magistrate. 
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